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 ROBERT SCHUMANN (1810 – 1856)

	 Waldszenen	op.	82

 1	 	 Eintritt	 [02:08]

 2  Jäger	auf	der	Lauer	 [01:24]

 3  Einsame	Blumen		 [02:02]

 4   Verrufene	Stelle		 [03:25]

 5   Freundliche	Landschaft	 [01:23]

 6  Herberge		 [02:25]

 7   Vogel	als	Prophet		 [03:18]

 8   Jagdlied		 [02:42]

 9  Abschied		 [03:48]

	 Sonate	Nr.	2	in	g-Moll	op.	22

 10	 	 So	rasch	wie	möglich	 [07:08]

 11  Andantino	 [04:59]

 12  Scherzo:	Sehr	rasch	und	markiert	 [01:43]

 13   Rondo:	Presto		 [05:49]

 ELENA FISCHER-DIESKAU

  Haus Fuhr, Essen-Werden 
Live Recording: 18. Juni 2022

	 	Sonate	Nr.	1	in	fis-Moll	op.	11

 14   Introduzione.	Un	poco	Adagio	–	
Allegro	vivace	 [10:19]

 15  Aria	 [03:14]

 16  Scherzo	e	Intermezzo.	Allegrissimo	 [04:41]

 17  Finale.	Allegro	un	poco	maestoso	 [11:50]

   GIORGI GIGASHVILI

  Haus Fuhr, Essen-Werden 
Live Recording: 17. Juni 2022

 YORK HÖLLER (*1944)

	 	Doppelkonzert	für	Violoncello,Klavier	und	Orchester		
(2020/2021)	(Uraufführung	des	Auftragswerks	der	Stiftung	
Klavier-Festival	Ruhr)

 18	 	 	Sehr	ruhig	–	Recht	bewegt	–	Durchaus	
lebhaft	und	impulsiv	 [07:55]

 19   Sehr	ruhig	–	Sehr	schnell,	
gleichsam	vorbei	huschend	 [07:19]

 20  Sehr	schwungvoll	 [06:52]

   MARTIN HELMCHEN 
MARIE-ELISABETH HECKER (Violoncello) 
CHRISTOPH POPPEN (Dirigent) 
KÖLNER KAMMERORCHESTER

  Stadthalle Mülheim 
Live Recording: 13. Juni 2022

	 	5	Stücke	(1964)

 21	 	 Introduzione	–	Sostenuto	 [02:42]

 22  Sehr	zart	–	Poco	rubato	 [01:32]

 23  Sehr	energisch	–	Durchaus	schroff	 [01:37]

 24   Pesante	 [03:06]

 25   Toccata	–	In	tempo	ferreo	 [01:36]

 26 Sonate	Nr.	3	(2010)	 [12:55]

 	 	 	Introduzione	Lento	sostenuto	–	Animato	–	
Quasi	pesante	–	Animato	–	Tranquillo	–	Agitato

   Monogramme	–	14	Charakterstücke	(1995	–	2003)	
(Auswahl)

 27	 	 Entrée	(gewidmet	B.	A.	Zimmermann)	 [01:51]

 28  Initium	(gewidmet	Karlheinz	Stockhausen)	 [02:42]

 29  Widerhall	(gewidmet	Kristi	Becker)	 [01:31]

 30  Widmung	(gewidmet	Daniel	Barenboim)	 [03:01]

 31  Zwiegespräch	(gewidmet	Ursula)	 [03:05]

 32	 	Artikulation	(gewidmet	György	Ligeti)	 [01:58]

 33  Frenesie	 [01:20]

 34  Gemäßigter	Aufschwung	 [03:14]

 35  Verzweigung	(gewidmet	Pierre	Boulez)	 [02:03]

 36	 	 Tastengeläut	 [04:18]

 37  Elegia	giocosa	(gewidmet	Hans	Werner	Henze)	 [02:41]

 38  Fluktuation	(gewidmet	Elena	Bashkirova)	 [02:16]

 39  Scanning	 [02:39]

 HANNI LIANG

  Haus Fuhr, Essen-Werdenm 
Live Recording: 15. Juni 2022

[71:58] [79:26]
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ROBERT SCHUMANN (1810 – 1856)

Forest	Scenes	op.	82
Entry		
Hunters	on	the	Lookout		
Lonely	Flowers		
Haunted	Place		
Friendly	
Landscape	
Wayside	Inn	
Bird	as	Prophet		
Hunting	Song	
Farewell

In the mid-19th century German imagination, the forest was not only 
a landscape that fulfilled Romantic longings; it also increasingly served 
as a refuge from technical civilization, which was already starting to 
be perceived as destructive. In his last large-scale piano cycle, the 
Forest Scenes op. 82 from 1849, Robert Schumann once more took up 
this Romantic theme par excellence: “his” forest, however, was no 
longer just a place of refuge and comfort, but also a zone lurking with 
fright and dangers. The cycle indeed begins peacefully with the 
hunters’ horn signals, but the mood already shifts in “Lonely Flowers” 
and “Haunted Place.” This unease and melancholy can only be 
banished by the sight of a “Friendly Landscape.” The “Wayside Inn” 
seems to be full of warm welcome. Author Hermann Hesse particularly 
loved the piece

Sonata	No.	2	in	G	minor	op.	22
As	quickly	as	possible	
Andantino	
Scherzo:	Very	quick	and	marked	
Rondo:	Presto

The relationship between Clara and Robert Schumann was marked by 
a deep love for one another combined with a profound grasp for each 
other’s music, and for the way their counterpart related to music. “I 
am looking forward to the sonata with endless joy,” Clara wrote to 
Robert. “It reminds me of many happy hours, but also of painful ones. 
I love it as I love you, and it expresses your entire being so clearly. 
Moreover, it is not too incomprehensible.” But by the time Robert 
had finished writing the Sonata No. 2 in G minor op. 22, Clara did have 
an objection, however: “Do you really want to leave the last movement 
as it was? Why don’t you change it a bit and make it simpler, for it is 
really somewhat too difficult. I understand it and can play it if need 
be, but the masses, the public, and even the connoisseurs for whom 
one is ultimately writing – they don’t understand it. You won’t hold 
this against me, will you?” Robert did not hold it in any way against 
her; he replaced the “Presto passionato” with a Rondo containing a 
lyrical episode framed within a sort of perpetuum mobile. 

Sonata	No.	1	in	F	Sharp	minor	op.	11
Introduzione.	Un	poco	Adagio	–	Allegro	vivace	
Aria	
Scherzo	e	Intermezzo.	Allegrissimo	
Finale.	Allegro	un	poco	maestoso

Schumann already dedicated his very first sonata to Clara when she 
was only 16 years old. This work, written in 1834/35, marked the first 
time he was openly declaring his love for the daughter of his strict 
piano teacher Friedrich Wieck. The main theme in the first movement 
is already a reference to Clara: Schumann borrowed it from her piece 
“Witches’ Dance” from her cycle Pièces caractéristiques op. 5. 
Sounding like a game of call and response, the motifs have often been 
interpreted as a dialogue between the two lovers. The second 
movement’s theme is taken from one of Schumann’s early songs: An 
Anna, and here it is transformed into an intimate, moody aria. The 
Scherzo then features highly expressive recitative passages that rapidly 
switch from waltz to polonaise rhythms. Although this sonata follows 
the usual four-movement structure, it also has certain traits of a 
fantasia – as in the final movement, where an “improvisational” style 
with bold harmonic progressions is predominant. Regarding this 
sonata, Schumann admitted to Clara: “It is a solitary outcry for you 
from my heart, […], in which your theme appears in every possible 
shape.”

ROBERT SCHUMANN
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YORK HÖLLER (born in 1944)

Double	Concerto	for	Cello,	Piano	and	Orchestra	(2020/2021)	
(World	premiere	of	a	work	commissioned	by	the	
Ruhr	Piano	Festival	Foundation)
Very	tranquil	–	Quite	animated	–	Lively	and	impulsive	
Very	tranquil	–	Very	fast,	as	if	slipping	by	
Rousing	and	energetic

Interviewed in the Ruhr Piano Festival podcast AnTasten, Cologne-
based composer York Höller told us how his first steps in writing a 
work commissioned by the Ruhr Piano Festival, the Double Concerto 
for Cello, Piano and Orchestra, coincided with the outbreak of the 
COVID pandemic. “Events such as these were previously unheard of: 
combined with uncertainty about the future, I felt destabilized like 
many others, and this all tended to paralyze my creative impulses. […] 
Since I didn’t want to succumb to that general mood, I decided to put 
an end to my hesitation and sat down at the piano. I seized the keys 
with a firm grip in both hands and played a complex, 12-tone chord, 
all notes of which were grouped symmetrically around a central note, 
d1, which the fingers could no longer reach while playing the others. 
The strings open the first movement with that same chord constellation 
in crescendo and decrescendo. After a ‘curtain’ of uniform ascending 
and descending scales in the piano, the cello uses the central note as 
a point of departure to develop striking musical figures that gradually 
build up to form a 21-note Gestalt, a formation made up of chords 
which shall determine the entire work’s structure according to the 
principle of permanent development. My Double Concerto follows 
traditional overall Classical structure in three movements. Thus, the 
compositional challenge consisted in finding an original approach to 
that structure, while creating constantly renewed relationships and 
associations between the two solo instruments, on the one hand, and 
the orchestra, on the other. All musicians and the conductor have the 

task of bringing out these three movements’ highly different musical 
characters; certain particularly lively passages hold a series of daunting 
technical challenges in store for the soloists.” This new work is 
dedicated to the two eminent soloists who performed its world 
premiere.

Five	Pieces
Introduzione	–	Sostenuto	
Sehr	zart	–	Poco	rubato	
Sehr	energisch	–	Durchaus	schroff	
Pesante	
Toccata	–	In	tempo	ferreo

“The piano is the instrument with which I have always felt more the 
most profound connection – more than the synthesizer or the sampler,” 
states York Höller. For him, the piano is “a richly nuanced, highly 
differentiated instrument – one for which a staggering amount of 
repertoire has been composed. Its utterly varied possibilities of 
expression inspire us to play with detailed refinement. Because of all 
this, the piano is the instrument I prefer.” Several of York Höller’s 
piano works have been given their world premiere at the Ruhr Piano 
Festival (including the Monograms, see below). Höller designates his 
Five Pieces for Piano as his Opus 1: he wrote them in the mid-1960s, 
and they were the first valid result of his intense study of atonality and 
twelve-tone theory.

Sonata	No.	3
Introduzione	Lento	sostenuto	–	Animato	–	Quasi	pesante	
Animato	–	Tranquillo	–	Agitato

Höller’s 3rd Piano Sonata is in one movement but is made up of several 
contrasting sections that flow into one another without an interruption. 
According to Höller, the soloist faces the challenge of maintaining the 
formal structure in balance. “This sonata’s form is not based on the 
dualistic principle that pervades Classical sonata form, but on the 
principle of permanent development. After a tranquil, quasi-
improvisational introduction, the main section (Animato) sets in with 
the initial elements of a ‘sound form’ (Klanggestalt), rapidly oscillating 
between the intervals of the minor and the major second. The ‘sound 
form’ is made up of a total of 30 notes divided into four groups of 
varying lengths. It forms the basis of most of the chords featured in 
the piece. The main section is divided into several subsections, and 
thus passes through a series of highly contrasted phases of expression. 
Alternation between passages full of technical aplomb, lyrical 
reticence, and dramatic outbreaks (as well as a striking crescendo 
toward the end) gives rise to a form in which perhaps something of 
Ernst Bloch’s ‘most intense world of humanity in music’ finds 
expression – an ideal I have been pursuing throughout my entire 
output.”

Monograms	–	Fourteen	Character	Pieces	(selection)
Entrée	(dedicated	to	B.	A.	Zimmermann	
Initium	(dedicated	to	Karlheinz	Stockhausen)	
Widerhall	(dedicated	to	Kristi	Becker)	
Widmung	(dedicated	to	Daniel	Barenboim)	
Zwiegespräch	(dedicated	to	Ursula)	
Artikulation	(dedicated	to	György	Ligeti)	
Frenesie	|	Gemäßigter	Aufschwung	
Verzweigung	(dedicated	to	Pierre	Boulez)	
Tastengeläut	
Elegia	giocosa	(dedicated	to	Hans	Werner	Henze)	
Fluktuation	(dedicated	to	Elena	Bashkirova)	
Scanning

In 2005, on the occasion of the world première of Monograms, the 
composer explained: “The nucleus of the cycle can be found in certain 
monograms that are initials of someone’s name, or of an object, or which 
are engraved in a book.” York Höller wanted to preserve the memory of 
certain encounters he had with people. “Other pieces in the cycle have 
curious names, such as ‘Gemäßigter Aufschwung’ (‘A Moderate Surge’), 
which is related to a painting by Paul Klee”, Höller remarks. ‘Tastengeläut’ 
(‘Bells Sounding on Keys’), ‘Fluktuation’ and ‘Widerhall’ (‘Echo’) are 
inspired by my study and use of electronic music techniques, as well as 
with the effect produced by timbre itself. The last piece, ‘Scanning,’ is 
made up of fragments taken from the previous thirteen pieces.” In the 
Ruhr Piano Festival podcast AnTasten, York Höller described the importance 
of encounters with other human beings for his work as an artist. “It’s very 
important to nourish our imaginative apparatus with encounters on the 
outside: with interesting characters, well-known personalities, or just by 
maintaining contact with performing musicians, conductors, and orchestras. 
It would be impossible for something new and creative to arise solely from 
the solitary convolutions of an artist’s brain; our work needs to be nourished 
by elements coming from outside. Literature can also fulfill that function: 
indeed, literature is very important to me.”

YORK HÖLLER
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ELENA FISCHER-DIESKAU

Elena Fischer-Dieskau started playing the piano when she was six 
years old. She studied in the class of Vladimir Krainev at the 
Hanover University of Music, Drama and Media, as well as at the 
Peabody Institute of the Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore 
with legendary pianist and teacher Leon Fleisher, under whose 
supervision she obtained her Graduate Performance Diploma. With 
a French mother, Elena partly grew up in France, where she 
attended the Paris Conservatoire as a child. There she met Russian 
pianist Rena Shereshevskaya, who became her mentor. During her 
studies she was supported by the German Foundation “PE 
Forderungen”, as well as by the Leon Fleisher Fund in Baltimore. 
During her undergraduate studies, Elena Fischer-Dieskau was 
chosen to play the role of a pianist on the big screen in the French 
drama film Tout est pardonné (“All is Forgiven”) by Mia Hansen-
Løve, performing music by Schumann and Beethoven on screen. 
Elena Fischer-Dieskau appears worldwide in major classical music 
venues and festivals. Thus, she has already been invited to perform 
at Edinburgh Festival and at the Festival International de Colmar 
(France), at Perth Concert Hall, at the Cidade das Artes as well as 
the Theatro Municipal in Rio de Janeiro, for the Schleswig-Holstein 
Brahms Society, at the Lisztomanias Festival in Chateauroux, and at 
the Louvre Auditorium in Paris. 2022 marked her début appearance 
at the Ruhr Piano Festival.

GIORGI GIGASHVILI

Born in Tbilisi, Georgia in 2000, Giorgi Gigashvili took his first piano 
lessons without ever thinking about becoming a professional 
pianist. Instead, his passion was singing and arranging Georgian 
folk tunes and pop songs. He did however continue his formal 
musical training at the Paliashvili Central Music School for Gifted 
Children and at the Tbilisi State Conservatoire, under the guidance 
of Revaz Tavadze. His pianistic career’s turning point came about in 
April 2019 when he won the 1st Prize at the Vigo International 
Piano Competition, where Martha Argerich chaired the jury with 
Nelson Freire at her side. Some months later Gigashvili also won 
the Third Prize and the Audience Prize at the 62nd Busoni 
International Piano Competition. The year 2021 brought further 
stimulus, confirming his vocation as a Classical pianist: the Hortense 
Anda-Bührle Advancement Prize at the 15th Géza Anda Competition 
in Zurich, which brought him an invitation to perform at the 
KlavierOlymp in the German town of Bad Kissingen, where 
Gigashvili went on to win 1st Prize and the Audience Prize. That 
same year he relocated in Geneva, where he entered the piano 
class of Nelson Goerner. Gigashvili is supported by Martha Argerich 
for his studies in Geneva, by the Lisa Batiashvili Foundation, and 
by the Géza Anda Foundation. 2022 was the year he first performed 
at the Ruhr Piano Festival.

MARTIN HELMCHEN

Born in 1982 in Berlin, Martin Helmchen began his conservatory 
studies in the class of Galina Iwanzowa at the Hanns Eisler University 
of Music in Berlin; he pursued his studies under the guidance of Arie 
Vardi at Hanover University of Music, Theater and Media. Alfred 
Brendel and William Grant Naboré have also been his mentors. His 
career took off when he won the Clara Haskil Competition in 2001. 
Since 2010, Helmchen has been Associate Professor for chamber music 
at the renowned Kronberg Academy. In 2020, his complete recording 
of the Beethoven piano concertos on the Alpha Classics label with the 
Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester conducted by Andrew Manze won 
the prestigious Gramophone Music Award. As a soloist, Martin 
Helmchen has concertized with a number of well-known orchestras 
including the Wiener Philharmoniker, the Berliner Philharmoniker, 
the Concertgebouw Orchestra, the Gewandhaus Orchestra Leipzig, 
the Dresden Staatskapelle, the Zurich Tonhalle Orchestra, the NDR 
Elbphilharmonie Orchestra, the Orchestre de Paris, the Wiener 
Symphoniker, Philharmonia Orchestra London, the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra, the Chicago Symphony, the New York Philharmonic, and 
the Cleveland Orchestra. Helmchen collaborates on a regular basis 
with conductors such as Herbert Blomstedt, Manfred Honeck, 
Bernhard Haitink, Jakub Hr °u ̌sa, Klaus Mäkelä, Paavo Järvi, Vladimir 
Jurowski, Andris Nelsons, Andrew Manze, Kazuki Yamada, Christoph 
von Dohnányi, Sakari Oramo, Andrés Orozco-Estrada, Michael 
Sanderling, and David Zinman.

His passion for chamber music was kindled to a great extent by his 
early collaborations with cellist Boris Pergamenschikow. Helmchen 
now performs regularly with his wife Marie-Elisabeth Hecker, with 
Frank Peter Zimmermann, Julian Prégardien, Antje Weithaas, and 
Carolin Widmann. The year 2022 marked his 6th performance at the 
Ruhr Piano Festival.

MARIE-ELISABETH HECKER

Marie-Elisabeth Hecker attended the Robert Schumann Conservatory 
in Zwickau before the distinguished German cellist Peter Bruns 
became her principal teacher. She continued her studies with Heinrich 
Schiff and subsequently took part in masterclasses with eminent 
figures such as Anner Bylsma, Bernard Greenhouse, Frans Helmerson, 
Gary Hoffman, and Steven Isserlis. In 2001, she won the Special Prize 
at the Dotzauer Competition for Young Cellists in Dresden, as well as 
the Borletti-Buitoni Trust Prize in 2009. She made her international 
breakthrough with her sensational success at the 8th Rostropovich 
Competition in Paris in 2005, where she became the first contestant in 
the event's history to win first prize as well as two special prizes. She 
has been a guest with the BBC Symphony Orchestra, the Dresden 
Philharmonie, the Filarmonica della Scala (Milan), the Gewandhaus 
Orchestra Leipzig, Frankfurt HR Radio Symphony Orchestra, Israel 
Philharmonic Orchestra, the Mariinsky Orchestra in Saint Petersburg, 
the Orchestre de Paris, the Orchestre National de France, the Berlin 
Staatskapelle, and the Wiener Symphoniker – under the baton of 
eminent conductors including Daniel Barenboim, Daniel Harding, 
Thomas Hengelbrock, Philippe Herreweghe, Marek Janowski, Fabio 
Luisi, Kent Nagano, Jukka-Pekka Saraste, Christian Thielemann, and 
Christoph von Dohnányi. Especially with her husband, the pianist 
Martin Helmchen, she appears in recitals all over the world. She also 
regularly performs chamber music concerts in various formations with 
Veronika Eberle, Christian Tetzlaff, Stephen Waarts, Carolin Widmann, 
and the Apollon Musagète Quartet.

Marie-Elisabeth Hecker was appointed a professor at Hochschule für 
Musik Carl Maria von Weber in Dresden in August 2017. In cooperation 
with Music Road Rwanda, she regularly travels to Rwanda in order to 
support a local music school with concerts and educational projects. 
Marie-Elisabeth Hecker is supported by the Kronberg Academy. 2022 
was the year of her début performance at the Ruhr Piano Festival.

ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES
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CHRISTOPH POPPEN 

Over the years, Christoph Poppen has held a number of significant 
Directorships in Germany. From 1995 to 2006, he was Artistic 
Director of the Münchener Kammerorchester. In August 2006, he 
was appointed Music Director of the Radio Symphony Orchestra 
Saarbrücken, and from 2007 until 2011 he was the Music Director of 
the newly formed Deutsche Radiophilharmonie Saarbrücken 
Kaiserslautern: thus, following the fusion of those two orchestras, 
he ensured that they grew to form a homogeneous artistic unit. In 
the 2022/23 season, Christoph Poppen continues his highly 
successful collaborations with the Kölner Kammerorchester in his 
role as Principal Conductor and as Principal Guest Conductor of 
both Hong Kong Sinfonietta and Israel Chamber Orchestra, 
respectively. He has been invited to perform as Guest Conductor 
with distinguished orchestras including the Deutsches Symphonie-
Orchester Berlin, the Dresden Staatskapelle, the Bamberger 
Symphoniker, the Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France, 
Detroit and Indianapolis Symphony Orchestras, the Wiener 
Symphoniker, the Orquestra Sinfônica do Estado de São Paulo, the 
New Japan Philharmonic Orchestra, the Singapore Symphony 
Orchestra, and the Camerata Salzburg. 

Christoph Poppen has been Professor of Violin and Chamber Music 
at the Hochschule für Musik in Detmold, and later at the Hanns 
Eisler Hochschule für Musik in Berlin, where he was President from 
1996 through 2000. From 2001 to 2005, Christoph Poppen was 
Artistic Director of the renowned ARD International Music 
Competition. Since 2003, he has held a post as professor for Violin 
and Chamber Music at the Hochschule für Musik und Theater in 
Munich. In 2019, he founded the International Academy for Music, 
Arts and Science in the Portuguese town of Marvão, where he had 
previously founded the Festival Internacional de Música, now a

highly successful and award-winning annual musical event. 
Between 2020 and 2022 he was also Artistic Director of the Classic 
Revolution Festival in Seoul. Starting with the 2021/22 academic 
year, he has been appointed Chair Professor of Violin at the 
prestigious Escuela Superior de Música Reina Sofía in Madrid. The 
year 2022 marked the third occasion upon which he conducted the 
Kölner Kammerorchester at the Ruhr Piano Festival.

COLOGNE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

In 2023, the Cologne Chamber Orchestra – the oldest chamber 
music orchestra in Germany – will be celebrating its 100th 
anniversary; it was founded in 1923 with the idea of achieving 
interpretations appropriate to each work. During its earliest years 
it performed under the baton of Hermann Abendroth. In 1963, 
Erich Kraack turned the leadership of the Cologne Chamber 
Orchestra over to Helmut Müller-Brühl. In the autumn of 1964, 
Müller-Brühl took the Orchestra and pianist Wilhelm Kempff on a 
much-acclaimed tour of Switzerland, marking the beginning of the 
Orchestra’s collaboration with many renowned soloists. Helmut 
Müller-Brühl opened up a new venue for the musicians – as a 
resident orchestra, they performed opera and concerts at the Brühl 
Palace Concerts, an institution he directed artistically for more 
than three decades. Ever since 1988, the Kölner Kammerorchester 
has been presenting its own concert series, “Das Meisterwerk”, at 
the Cologne Philharmonie. The orchestra performed for the 17th 
time at the Ruhr Piano Festival in 2022.

HANNI LIANG

Born in Bielefeld in 1993, Hanni Liang received her first piano 
lessons at the age of eight. She completed her Bachelor’s degree in 
music and an additional degree in media management at the 
Hanover University of Music, Drama and Media, there under the 
significant influence of Bernd Goetzke. She then pursued her 
studies with Prof. Matthias Kirschnereit at the Rostock University 
of Music and Theatre. She has received scholarships from the 
German National Academic Foundation, the Carl Bechstein 
Foundation, and the Gesellschaft Westfälische Kulturarbeit.

Her 2018 début at the Hamburg Elbphilharmonie was followed by 
a number of acclaimed national and international performances at 
Ludwigsburg Castle Concerts, at the Heidelberg Spring Festival, 
and at the Würzburg Mozart Festival, apart from appearing in Saint 
Petersburg and Beijing. She has received decisive musical influence 
from Maria João Pires. All these artistic experiences and encounters, 
along with her long-standing collaboration with composer Manfred 
Trojahn (leading to several world premieres) have reinforced her 
vision of seeking to encourage a more harmonious co-existence 
among human beings of all backgrounds through music. Thus, 
apart from her solo appearances, Hanni Liang curates a number of 
artistic social projects that function on a participative basis and 
focus on a subject of social interest. This has led to collaborations 
with “Fridays for Future,” with sociologist Harald Welzer, and with 
concert poet Timo Brunke; furthermore, she has felt inspired to 
team up with TONALi, the Hamburg art project, to ensure the 
formation of the TONALiSTEN collective. In 2022, Hanni Liang 
presented a project for the fourth time at the Ruhr Piano Festival.




